THInc.IT Managed Security
& Compliance Offerings
THInc.IT can help you strengthen your organization with a comprehensive program of security technology, services, and
insurance. Our professionals will work with you to right-size your solution based on your line of business, industry, key
stakeholders, compliance requirements and your budget.

Advanced Threat Defense Services
Take action on the primary threat vectors through advanced
technology and superior training for your personnel. Our
Advanced Threat Defense Services are built to protect your
company every day.

``Continuous Phishing Training
``Email and File Protection including Safe Links,
Safe Attachments, and Anti-Phishing Policies
``Information Protection including Data Loss
Prevention and Sensitive/Secure File Tagging
``Endpoint Protection for Laptops, Tablets, and
Mobile Devices includes Antivirus/Antimalware,
Internet Browsing Protection, and Encryption
``Network Protection including Next Generation
Firewall with Intrusion Detection and Prevention,
Threat Emulation, and URL Filtering

24x7 Security Operations Center &
Artificial Intelligence Defense Platform
Receive all the benefits of an enterprise-class security
organization without investing in expensive infrastructure,
and the additional benefits of nascent technology capabilities
and security analysts without the maintenance and labor
costs. THInc.IT’s advanced AI-enabled system is designed to
cover complex regulatory compliance, business continuity and
risk management needs.
`` 24x7 security operations center
`` Robust security platform with real-time attack visualization
capabilities leveraging AI to identify and mitigate zero-day
attacks
`` AI vulnerability correlation that integrates data from
detection systems, eliminating false positives
`` Unparalleled visibility in distributed networks to correlate
activity in your environment, identifying hidden threats,
suspicious trends and other potentially dangerous behavior
`` Sophisticated reporting tools for GDPR, HIPAA, SOX,
FISMA, ISO, PCI-DSS, GPG13 and other compliance
standards

Data Protection Services
Provide an increasing level of protection against data loss, corruption, ransom
or other malicious attacks, and include strategic business continuity consulting
and management to ensure your business keeps running.

`` Backup and Recovery
`` Disaster Recovery
`` Business Continuity

Cyber Security Protection Services
THInc.IT and Cherry Bekaert LLP combine our talents to deliver critical Assessment, Protection, and Insurance (API) services to
ensure your defense program stands up under scrutiny, attack, and that you are ready to recover when an incident occurs.

Assess vulnerability and
potential areas for cyber risk

Protect your enterprise from
attack and data breaches

Insure your business
against cyber risk

`` Cyber Risk Assessments

`` IT Governance

`` Review of Current Coverage

`` Readiness Assessments

`` Security Training Program

`` Vulnerability Assessments

`` Social Engineering Testing

`` Cyber Liability Coverage through
Cherry Bekaert Benefits Consulting

`` Cyber Due Diligence

`` Attack & Penetration Testing
`` SOC Services

Let us be your guide forward
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Let’s Get Started
THInc.IT, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Cherry Bekaert LLP, delivers strategic management guidance and provides
technology due diligence, assessments, strategies, and solutions that enable organizations to leverage IT. These
services allow our clients to maximize operational and financial performance and reduce their risk in M&A transactions,
compliance, and security. Our staff consists of certified individuals with years of experience who enable us to design,
implement, and integrate solutions on any scale. Contact us to leverage our experience and add value to your organization.
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